Abstract—Many remote sensing applications require that multiple sensors collect data simultaneously at spatially distributed locations and their information combined in order to characterize the phenomena of interest. Several basic classes of such multipoint measurement systems are identified. Recent advancements have given rise to small, integrated nodes comprised of one or more miniaturized sensors, processor, wireless communications capability and power supply. Collections of such nodes may be deployed that self-organize into sensor networks capable of performing cooperative signal processing locally. Substantial benefits are expected from development and incorporation of communications and distributed signal processing primitives mated to the application type and underlying information infrastructure.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multipoint measurement systems utilize multiple sensors that are spatially dispersed and simultaneously collect sensor signal data. By aggregating the information from the various sensors, certain characteristics can be determined that may not be possible otherwise. It appears that applications having these qualities may be grouped into a few basic classes. While conventional implementations transport the raw sensor signal data to an end user for centralized processing, recent advancements in microsensor networks [1] offer alternatives that enable local processing of the data. Such an approach can greatly reduce the communications costs, since the processed data generally has much less volume and therefore much lower bandwidth is needed for long haul transport to the end user(s). Furthermore, depending on the class of multipoint measurement application, the associated algorithms for combining the different sensor signal streams may be broken into distributed processing components that can be performed by different nodes in parallel. In these cases, additional benefits may arise by spreading the processing and communications workload over a collective of cooperating nodes [2].

In the next section, we present three classes of multipoint measurement applications, with illustrative instances. Section 3 describes the intelligent collective concept, in which homogeneous wireless sensor nodes operate cohesively in a network. Section 4 provides some example cases, including associated signal processing techniques, and suggests technology extensions toward achieving the concept. The final section provides conclusions.

2. MULTIPONT MEASUREMENT CLASSES

Use of multiple sensors to characterize a target phenomenon is often performed by fusing data from sensors having different modalities, such as seismic and acoustic. It may be that these sensors may operate better when deployed at different locations, e.g., due to their having different sensing ranges. However, in this paper, we assume that the sensors are of similar nature, having only a single sensing modality. We ask the question: why would one need to use many spatially distributed sensors of the same type? One reason might be to provide fault tolerance through simple redundancy. However, of greater
interest is when characteristics of the target phenomenon can only be sensed via multipoint measurement.

We offer below three classes of applications for which multipoint sensing is fundamental in this sense. While these appear to cover a wide range of applications, no claim is made that all multipoint sensing applications must fall into one of these classes. In addition, there can be overlap between these class definitions. Nevertheless, it is intended that these will provide qualitative distinctions that will aid in identifying supporting general algorithms, services and protocols that will accelerate technological development of intelligent sensor networks. The classes are:

**Pixellation (or voxellation) of space.** In this class, the target phenomenon to be sensed has a spatial extent that is considerably larger than the range of an individual sensor. Each sensor is capable of capturing a piece of the overall “picture” of the target which is determined by stitching together information from the neighboring sensor nodes (much like individual pixels that make up an image). For example, the structure (density gradients) of a bio-chemical cloud might be derived by combining the results of many spatially dispersed sensors. An example space science application is the proposed Magnetospheric Constellation Mission [3], which calls for up to 100 nanosatellites in various Earth orbits ranging to 60 Earth radii, each of which has a magnetometer, an electron detector and an ion detector, with the objective of characterizing the Earth’s magnetosphere.

A basic aspect of the “Pixellation” class is that the sensed object is dynamic. Otherwise, a single sensor could be used by moving it through the space of interest, recording the results, and subsequently combining the data set into a complete characterization.

It is noted that many short-range sensors may need to be deployed simply to provide adequate coverage of a large area/volume. Even though the target may be a point source viewed completely by exactly one sensor, this may be considered a “Pixellation” case because of the dynamic appearance of the target and its limited signature. In particular, the target track would be a space-time object (curve in the picture) determined by the overall sensor array.

**Beamformation.** Another class of multipoint measurement nominally involves a single point source that emits a signal that traverses different paths as it is sensed by different individual sensors. Each different path will generally produce different effects, such as propagation delay and attenuation, as well as add noise that is uncorrelated (at least to some degree). By combining the separate sensor signals, one is able to (1) increase the sensor signal to noise ratio (SNR), and (2) localize the position (velocity, etc.) of the point source.

Of course, more generally there can be numerous point sources present simultaneously. In this case, beamformers are mathematically created to isolate the different point sources, and may also be formed to “null” point sources that would otherwise confound characterization of the desired target.

Included in this class are interferometers, in which a narrowband source is characterized by constructive and destructive wave combining of sensor signals from sensors deployed with a precise spatial arrangement. An example space science application is the Terrestrial Planet Finder [4] mission. Techniques for beamformation and localization using wideband signals from randomly deployed sensors may be found in [5].

It is noted that when multiple sensor signals are combined and one’s individual SNR is much higher than the others, the situation effectively becomes equivalent “Pixellation” coverage case. Also, our use of the term “beamformation” is quite broad and includes the case of simply forming an average of locally proximate sensor readings, such as described in [6]. Note that such an average (whether desired or not) may actually be averaging out true variations in a phenomenon having spatial extent, such as different temperatures at different locations, as opposed to
the reducing independent noise effects from a single point source.

**Tomography.** The third class involves sensors each of which captures a lower-dimensional projection of the sensed object from a different perspective, such that by combining the different “images” the higher-dimensional object may be reconstructed. As was for the “Pixellation” case, the target object has dynamics that prevents use of an individual sensor that can be moved around the target (such as the case of CAT scans). An example Earth science application is the Leonardo mission [7], which will use multiangular measurement methods by means of multiple satellites that each image a common target location from a different perspective.

3. **INTELLIGENT SENSOR COLLECTIVE CONCEPT**

An intelligent collective that performs multipoint measurements is based on a group of nodes, each of which consists of the same type sensor, a processor (for signal processing and communications protocol execution), a radio, and power supply (e.g., battery). This collection of nodes self-organizes into a cohesive sensor network, and has the following properties:

**Signal processing is performed locally.** Sensing is very often performed remotely from the end user. Rather than hauling back high bandwidth raw sensor signals from all of the sensor nodes to the end user for processing, there is sufficient intelligence within the collective to perform in situ processing. This will generate a result having a higher level of abstraction that may be represented by a far smaller amount of bits, thereby significantly saving the long haul communications costs. In particular, it may be possible to operate in an event-based fashion, so that long haul communications is only used when the event(s) of interest has (have) actually occurred (other than occasional “heartbeat” indicators of health status). Processing may be limited to that subset of signals associated with sensors that determine they are currently sensing the object(s) of interest. Also, inconsistent readings by a faulty node may be deduced quickly through self-calibration among local nodes.

**If possible, distribute the signal processing.** Many times, the sensor signal combining operations may be divided into many subtasks, each of which only depends on a subset of the total data. Such architectures are desirable for implementation, even if some degradation in pure quality of the result is sacrificed by being outweighed by the ensuing benefits. Distributed operation may significantly reduce the local communications load, particularly if communications protocol primitives that match the distributed processing are provided. Furthermore, the processing load is more evenly balanced, spreading the energy use over a wider set of nodes as well as speeding the computation through parallelism.

**Utilize special protocols and services mated to the cooperative sensing needs.** The value of providing specialized capabilities for parallel applications has been proven with the collective communications primitives provided in MPI (Message Passing Interface) standard library [8]. Although there will be less regularity in a randomly deployed wireless network than say a hard-wired multiprocessor, one can expect that communications primitives may be developed that achieve significant improvements in efficiency, as well as provide a standard functions for applications developers to draw upon. For example, a “scatter” MPI type of operation among local sensor nodes would benefit from multicasting that incorporates the inherent broadcast nature of the radio medium; similarly, synchronization may be efficiently implemented.

It is noted that this paper has only emphasized nodes cooperating toward the multipoint sensing function, although there are numerous additional functions where cooperation is also appropriate. For example, cooperation is needed for establishing the communications network (topology determination, scheduling/contention resolution, routing, etc.), for localization of the nodes themselves, energy management, data storage and retrieval, and fault management.
4. EXAMPLES

Consider a “Pixellation” class multipoint measurement application, such as the Magnetospheric Constellation Mission. A key phenomenon of interest is characterization of the dynamic magnetopause, or boundary of the Earth’s magnetosphere. Although an oversimplification, a distributed operation might occur as follows. Each nanosatellite can detect with its magnetometer whether or not it is inside or outside the magnetosphere. If each node could communicate with its neighbor, they could determine if they straddle the boundary. Only those nodes that do lie on the boundary are relevant, and all others may drop out of further processing. In essence, an edge detection process (such as is common in image processing, although without the regularity in pixel tiling) is executed. More generally, contours may be created from gradients between nodes. In is apparent that such processes can be broken into parallel subtasks. Lateral inhibition techniques may be used to exaggerate edge or point effects [9], and “layers” (such as in neural networks) may be formed to capture increasing levels of abstraction.

In the case of a “Beamformation” class application, breaking the processing into subtasks appears more challenging. Often, such processing involves inversions of large matrices. These may proceed as in conventional parallel processing implementations, such as use of LU factorization and collective communications, but performance benefits are not as obvious due to the relatively high ratio of communications-to-processing costs in wireless networks. A possible intermediate approach could be to beamform a subset of signals to create an output signal, and then beamform several such output signals.

An approach that has been proposed [10] for this type of application is to split the sensing nodes into for example three local clusters, with centralized beamformation in each cluster to produce target bearing. These three bearings (which communicated as small messages over relatively large distances) are then combined at the more macro level to localize the target’s position.

The simple case of determining an average value over multiple sensors is amenable to distributed computation as the data is amenable to distributed computation as the data is passed toward the end user (“in-network aggregation”), as has been shown in [6].

Tomography processing, where a 3D object is reconstructed from multiple 2D images, can consist of the four steps of segmentation, labeling, global connection, and local connection [11]. Advances in extending tomography to distributed implementation (e.g., [12]) are progressing.

5. CONCLUSION

Multipoint measurement systems provide the means to determine characteristics of phenomena that cannot be determined otherwise. Several classes of such systems have been identified, together with examples. Such systems may be developed out of cooperating nodes that exchange information in a wireless network and possibly perform signal combining operations in a distributed processing manner. Creation of intelligent sensor collectives will be enabled through the development of general algorithms for these classes of multipoint measurement applications, including communications primitives that efficiently utilize resources.
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